CLIENTS WE
WORK WITH
TechNET Digital has a strong
foothold within the Digital space
where we work heavily within
Ecommerce, Retail, Travel and
agency side.
Here are a few of the companies
we are currently engaged with and

MARKETPLACES

WE COVER
TechNET Digital look to cover
as many vertical marketplaces
that span within the digital

DEVELOPMENT

CREATIVE DESIGN

.Net

UI/ UX Designers

Java

UX Designers

Open source – PHP,
Python, Ruby, Perl

UI Designers

Frontend

Visual Designer

Web Designer

Mobile

space. We also recruit not only
in the UK but also into the

MARKETING

US and EU. The marketplaces

SEO

DATA SCIENCE &
ANALYTICS

covered are as follows:

PPC

Machine Learning

Social Media

NLP Data Engineers
Artificial Intelligence

working with.
TESTING
Automation
Manual
UAT

WHY CHOOSE
TECHNET DIGITAL
TechNET Digital pride themselves

candidates and clients get the best

on having hard working and driven

possible service possible.

consultants who are in touch with
the Digital space. This means they
have been through an intense 13
week training programme where
they are assigned a vertical market
to work within so that they can

As an agency specialising in the
Digital space we also cover both
permanent and contract staff and
offer a number of ways in which to
resource the best candidates on

HISTORY
TechNET Digital has been born
off of the back of TechNET IT
as we look to stay in touch with
the ever changing landscape of
technology. What this means is
we are able to utilise TechNET
IT and their 16 years’ worth of
trading as well as over 50 years’
worth of Recruitment experience.

the market.

The team has been formed with

and build a solid network within

This can be working on a

this field.

have a strong understanding of the

contingency basis, Retainer,

Digital Era that we are working in,

Executive search or MSP. This being

and this will then help us to further

dependent on the need of the client

grow with the knowledge and

and how they aim to work.

experience we now have.

come become an expert in the field

By investing in consultants we
feel that this will produce the best
results to make sure that both

7 experienced consultants who

PROCESS
We like to follow a certain process

We source our

when we get requirements through.

candidates from a

This will be by taking full briefs

number of different

from the hiring manager to ensure

avenues, these being:

Github

Jobsite

CW Jobs

we have a great understanding for
the position and subsequently this
means that both parties will save
time in the recruitment process and

Monster

Only
Marketing
Jobs

Network of
candidates

finding the right candidates as soon
as possible.
Further to this we will then fully
qualify the candidate and provide

Database

you with as much information on

LinkedIn
Corporate
Partner

Stackoverflow

the candidates situation and also
their relevant work experience to

And then from the network of candidates we keep in contact with regularly

the role in hand.

for when the right role does come in.

I had the pleasure to work with TechNET Digital as my recruitment partner
and support through my transition to my new position. I really appreciated the
dedication they showed and the time they spent on finding answers to all my
questions. While remaining professional, TechNET Digital kept a very personal
approach throughout the whole process. I would highly recommend engaging
TechNET Digital in any recruitment process.
Ebay | Global Organic Growth Program Manager at eBay
I had the pleasure of working with TechNET Digital for my latest career move to
SKY. TechNET Digital were professional, personable and ensured that I was kept
well informed at all times.
Even after I had been offered the job, TechNET Digital would contact me to
ensure that I was happy with the role and even how my first day had gone;
this kind of personal touch you don’t get with anyone else as it really shows they
have a genuine passion for what they do.

Unit 3A
Opal Court Drive
Fox Milne
Milton Keynes
MK150DF
01908 929 043
info@technet-digital.co.uk

I wouldn’t hesitate to recommend TechNET Digital to any future clients of theirs.
Sky | Java Software Developer at Sky
I’ve worked with TechNET Digital on several occasions now when recruiting, They
always takes the time to understand the role and our needs as a business, and
has a keen eye and ear when it comes to aligning recruits to these needs.
Shop Direct | Senior User Experience Manager at Shop Direct
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